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1. Introduction

Tree-structured models have been widely used because they allow us to give easy data visualization and interpretable

prediction models. While a number of tree algorithms have been developed for univariate data, few studies have been

conducted for longitudinal data. Since the existing longitudinal algorithms overlook the huge computational cost and

tend to generate serious variable selection bias, we propose an algorithm with negligible variable selection bias and

trivial computational cost for longitudinal data. Our proposed algorithm utilizes the merits of both tree-structured

and mixed effect modeling approaches. We also focus on the practical issues of longitudinal data analysis such as

unbalanced data structure and trend-over-time.

2. Proposed method

2.1. Basic model

In order to build our tree-based model, we define the following mixed-effects model with a random intercept and a

fixed time effect as a basic model.

yi j = αi + β(time)i j + ϵi j, (2.1)

where αi is a random effect with N(α0, σ
2

a) and β is a fixed unknown parameter. It is assumed that the error term

ϵ = (ϵ11, . . . , ϵ1m1
, ϵ21, . . . , ϵ2m2

, ϵn1, . . . , ϵnmn
)′ ∼ N(0,Λ), where Λ is a covariance matrix. If it is not enough to explain

trend-over-time by linearity, a more complex model can be considered:

yi j = αi +

K∑
k=1

βk(time)
k
i j + ϵi j, (2.2)

where K is determined by the complexity of the data, e.g., K = 2 or 3. The basic model allows subjects to have the

same slope at the same group(node), but they can have subject-specific intercepts even though they are at the same

group.

2.2. Impurity function

It is natural to consider the negative log likelihood as an impurity function. It is defined as

R(t) = −[(yt − µt)′Λ−1(yt − µt)/2 + log(|Λt |)/2 + nt log(2π)/2], (2.3)

where yt = (y11, . . . , y1m1
, y21, . . . , y2m2

, yn1, . . . , ynmn
)′, nt =

∑
i∈t mi and E(yt) = µt, Var(yt) = Λt for node t. The

smaller the impurity, the better the fit. However, this function does not account for trends over time.
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A more intuitive measure of impurity is to utilize the distance of subject-specific slopes from the common slope

of all the subjects at each node. Let βi be a slope of subject i and β be the common slope of all the subjects at node t.

We define the new impurity as

R(t) =
∑
i∈t

( �βi − �β)2. (2.4)

This measures the difference between the individual slopes and the common slope from fitting model (2.1).

2.3. Finding split rules

A natural and naive approach for finding splits is to select a split yielding the most reduction of impurity. The simplest

way to find a split is to evaluate the reduction of impurity, ∆(t) = R(t) − [R(tL) + R(tR)], over all possible splits, so as
to select the best cut-off point that generates the largest value of ∆(t), where R(t), R(tL) and R(tR) are the loss functions

of node t, its left branch tL, and its right branch tR, respectively. Because most existing tree algorithms such as CART

(Breiman et al., 1984) and C4.5 (Quilan, 1992) employ an exhaustive search(ES) algorithm for finding splits, they

have had issues over variable selection bias (Doyle, 1973; Loh and Shih, 1997; Kim and Loh, 2001). In addition, they

suffer from impractical problems such as the substantial computational cost and end-cut preference.

For selecting optimal split rules, we propose to utilize residuals arising from fitting the above basic model to lon-

gitudinal data, like the statistical approach in the GUIDE classification tree (Loh, 2009). We employ such a residual

analysis approach, also called RA, to solve the well-known problems mostly found in the ES approaches. Unlike ES,

RA selects split rules by investigating the randomness of residuals after fitting the basic model to the data at each

node. Selecting the split variable and split point(or set) separately achieves the negligibility of selection bias as well

as the substantial reduction of computing time. RA also reacts less sensitively to extreme cases and its split selec-

tion depends on the association between the response and predictor variables rather than the distributions of predictor

variables (Cho and Hong, 2008).

To apply the RA approach to longitudinal data, we consider two types of residuals, one of which is the averaged

residual (ēi) of the normalized difference of the observed and fitted values:

ēi =
1

mi

mi∑
j=1

ei j, where ei j =
yi j − �yi j

�Λ1/2
. (2.5)

The fitted values are obtained by fitting the basic model to the data. Lee et al. (2005) employed a similar form of

residuals; however, it differs from ours in that it fits a marginal model. The other type of residuals is defined as

ri = �βi − �β. (2.6)

These are individual components of our new impurity residuals. In general, if the fitted model is correct, the residuals

should be randomly distributed over each predictor. The randomness of residuals means that the fitted model is

enough to explain the data at the node. Thus, no further split is needed.

2.4. Determining tree size

The choice of the optimal number of splits, equivalently the determination of an optimal tree size, plays a crucial role

in obtaining good prediction accuracy. If the number of terminal nodes is too small, it may generate low prediction

accuracy, while if it is too large, it makes interpretation difficult. We apply two stopping rules in order to determine

a suitable tree size. Firstly, we stop splitting when a sample size at each node is too small. Secondly, we stop if an

improvement is too little even though a sample size is not small. However, some significant splits may occur later on.

Thus, we stop when there is no significant improvement at two consecutive nodes.
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3. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a new tree algorithm by combining the merits of a tree-based model and a mixed-effects

model for longitudinal data. Compared with other tree methods, our procedure has many advantages such as the easy

interpretation of various trends over time, capability of analyzing the longitudinal data with the irregular data structure,

negligible variable selection bias, and the substantial reduction of computational burden. Although longitudinal data

are often unbalanced with many predictor variables, the algorithm of Segal (1993) is applicable to regular structure.

We also alleviate variable selection bias for longitudinal cases by residual analysis as GUIDE does for univariate cases.

A residual analysis approach is used to solve problems such as unduly preference, expensive computational cost and

end-cut preference, which the exhaustive search approaches suffer from.
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